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Review of the Pro^C, ,tio, , cmd Se"te"ding of ChiUre"I%^r Coinmo"wart'b 7^rrorist q^"onces
Thank you for your letter dated 20 April2018 inviting the New South Wales Bar Assodation
("Association") to make submissions regarding the review of the prosecution and sentencing of children
for Commonwealth terrorist offences.
I . Prosecution of children

As regards s 20C of the Crz'me$, 4ct 1914 (CTh), given that thereis 00 Commonwealth legislation
providing for the trial of children, or special procedures to be followed in sentencing children, it is
plainly desirable that a court exercising federal jurisdiction be able to pick up State or Territory laws

dealing with those matters. Those laws deal with such issues as the age of criminal responsibility special
procedures to be adopted during trials and more flexible approaches to sentencing. In the longer term,
it may be desirable for Commonwealth legislation to be enacted ensuring a consistent, 4"I bart:/, madce,
approach on such matters. However, in the interim, given the small number of potential offenders, the

limited experience of the Commonwealth in this area and the significant resources that the drafting of
such legislation would require, the current arrangements should be retained until this work has been
properly scoped.
2. Sentencing

As regards s 19AG Crime$, 4ct 19/4 (CTh), the Association opposes mandatory sentencing in principle.
That is also the position of the Law Council of Australia (see LCA, Policy Pontzb".. M4"^ato77
Se"te?zczhg, June 19/4; LCA, Policy Dr:$cz, ,$fom P4?er on M4"^ato, y Se"re"ci"g, May 2014). Section
19AG is a form of mandatory sentencing because it provides that a sentencing court cannot impose a
non-parole period less than 75% of the term of the sentence. This "mandatory minimum" precludes
the sentencing court from determining ajust non-parole period in the particular circumstances of the
case. There is nothing inherent in Commonwealth "terrorism offences" that justifies the removal of
that sentencing discretion.
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A study by the NSWJudicial Commission in 2013 (Polettiand Dondly, "Special circumstances under s
44 of the Crimes (Sentendng Procedure) Act 1999" Judicial Commission of NS\),', Sentencing Trends
and Issues, 2013) foLind that, in respect of NSW offences, the non-parole period was set at less than
50% in 21.5% of cases, between 50% and 75% in 49.4% of cases and greater than 75% in 29% of
cases
Courts sentencing for Commonwealth offences, including "terrorism offences", should also be
permitted to determine an appropriate non-parole period in the same way. In that context, it must be
remembered that, at the end of the non-parole period, the offender will not necessarily be released there is only eligibility for release on parole.
The Assodarion also supports the generally accepted sentencing principle that the primary focus of
sentencing young offenders should be on rehabilitation. That position is reflected in section 6 of the
Ch, //"," (Grimi"41 Prone, /ing, ) A, t 1987 (NSW). Th. Vi. tonan C. art of Appal .b^^rv^d in \\?biter "
rb, q, ,,," 120161 vsCA 66 at 171-t81^

"What is so distinctive, and so important, about juvenile justice is that it requires a radically different
balancing of the purposes of punishment. The punitive or retributive considerations which are
appropriateIy applied to adults must be largely set to one side. . .. There are three reasons for this. First,
the young offender's immaturity is seen as markedIy reducing his/her moral culpability; secondly,
custody can be particularly criminogenic for a young person, whose brain is still developing; and, thirdly,
The very process OF development and maturation which is under way is seen as providing a unique
opportunity for rehabilitation and - hence - for minimising the risk of re-offending. "

See also Camp6r// (!z prez, /0"yin) I, Tbe q"eru 120181 NS\;VCCA 87. A useful summary of NSW law in
that regardis foundin Odgers, Se"teare, 3rd ed 2015 at 258-265
It follows that the Association would support Commonwealth legislation that makes it clear that, if s
19AG Crime5,4ct 19/4 (CTh) is to be retained, children are excepted from its operation.
If you have any questions please contact the Association's Executive Director, Mr CTeg To Ihurst on 9232
4055 or by email at gE^
Yours sincerely

I

Arthur Moses SC
President

CG by email: Mr Marl< Mooney (Principal Adviser) - mark. moone
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